
Report on the Cambrians’ Summer Meeting in the Vale of Clwyd, Ruthin 2016 
 

Throughout the morning of July 4
th

 Cambrians were arriving in the town.  Those who were staying 

the Goodman House, the old Anchor Inn, renovated by Ruthin Grammar School for their 6
th

 form 

students, had quite a lesson in navigation to find their rooms in a confusing rabbit warren of rooms, 

narrow passages and strangely hidden staircases.  But the bonhomie of the communal production of 

breakfast made up for a lot.  Those in the Castle Hotel had a simpler time and their food on the spot.  

The Wetherspoons ‘no committment’ system of turn up, pay and eat worked surprisingly smoothly 

for all. 

 

At 2.00pm everyone went across to Ruthin Gaol and the meeting proper began with an introductory 

talk by Emma Bunbury and a tour of the building.  The old County Gaol was built in 1775 and was a 

response to John Howard’s pressure for reform of the prison system.  It was extended to the rear in 

1803 and an additional separate cell block was built in 1867.  It ceased to be a gaol in 1916 but a 

number of original features remain and the cells are furnished and contain displays relating to crime 

and punishment and the social history of 19
th

 century Ruthin. 

 

 
 

 



 
 

Cambrians are instructed in ‘towing the line’ at Ruthin Gaol by Emma Bunbury . Photos H James. 

 

Leaving the gaol the party walked up to the castle via the Town Mill. The Town Mill is a successor to  

the 13
th

 century mill belonging to the castle.  The large mill pond behind it was fed from a long leat 

which cut off a meander of the Clwyd.  In the 19
th

 century the flat land within the meander was the 

site of a large bottling plant for mineral water from local artesian wells.  This had royal patronage 

from the Prince of Wales who was a close friend of Mrs Cornwallis-West, the owner of the castle.   

 

Emerging at the top of the ridge the party was met by Will Davies of Cadw who has been researching 

the surviving mediaeval elements of the castle to inform a major conservation effort which is to be 

organised by the newly formed Ruthin Castle Trust, whose Development Officer, Amanda Brewer 

was also there to welcome us at the almost buried East Gate.  

 

 The Cantref of Dyffryn Clwyd was held in 13
th

 century by Dafydd ap Gruffydd, the brother of 

Llywelyn (the Last) who was an ally of Edward I when the building of the castle began in 1277, 

although it is unclear how far these works progressed.  When he revolted in 1282 the castle was 

regained for the king by Reginald de Grey and building resumed.  The de Greys were given Dyffryn 

Clwyd as a Marcher Lordship and were probably responsible for most of the surviving visible fabric.  

The de Greys’ quarrel with Owain Glyndŵr precipitated his Rising and he attacked the castle and 

town in 1400. Ruthin was held for the King in the Civil War and slighted following a protracted siege, 

after which it was used as a quarry.  Its original plan is obscured now by a succession of 19
th

 century 

castellated houses built over its southern end, firstly 1826 by Miss Harriet Myddelton, one of three 

sisters who inherited this part of the huge Myddelton estate in 1797.  Of her house the irregularly 

planned neo-Tudor limestone ranges in the upper bailey survive, including a covered passage 

crossing the central ditch. She left Ruthin to her younger sister who had married Richard West. The 

house was remodelled in 1848-53 under the auspices of the eminent gothic revival architect Henry 

Clutton, with some interiors by his protégé, a young William Burges. This work saw Harriet 

Myddelton’s ranges in the smaller lower ward swept away for the towering gothic sandstone block 

that dominates views of the castle today, with its tall octagonal tower and imposing entrance front. 

The Cornwallis-West family lived here until 1919 when the castle was eventually sold to a Scottish 

doctor who ran a fashionable private clinic there until 1962 when it became a hotel. 

 



 The mediaeval  castle was an elongated pentagon of two baileys separated by a massive 

rock cut ditch, the larger, upper bailey in red sandstone and the lower in white limestone. Visible 

today are the remains of a huge and complex Edwardian twin-towered gatehouse, parts of up to five 

large corner towers, a cleverly contrived sally port leading from the upper ward to the ditch and a 

lower gatehouse within the central ditch defended by a unique corbelled turret above. Whilst the 

surviving curtain walls and towers stand up to 10m high to the exterior, most of the visible 

mediaeval walls have been buried internally by landscaping for the gardens.  Will had spent many 

hours crawling down the19th century drains to record the medieval walls through which they cut.  

He described this work to us, but we did not crawl into the drains. We toured the curtain walls and 

towers and went round the outside to admire the surviving height of the walls from the lower 

slopes.  Sadly a torrential shower (the worst rain of the week) curtailed this tour and also dampened 

the enthusiasm for noting every attractive detail of the houses in Castle Street and the Market 

Square as we sought shelter the church at the north end of the ridge on which the medieval town 

was built. 

 

 
 

Will Davies of Cadw explains the different levels and phases at Ruthin Castle. Photo H James 

 

 

At St Peter’s parish church we were welcomed by the sexton who showed us all the features of 

interest, allowed us into the vestry to look at the earliest monuments and, as the skies had cleared, 

directed us around the buildings of the Close and allowed us into the remains of the 14
th

 century 

Augustinian College a mixture of mediaeval vaulting and Regency windows and staircases.  

 

 The church was begun by the de Greys in about 1282 as a simple chapel, but was re-

established in 1310 as a collegiate parish church served by Augustinian ‘Bonhommes’ who lived a 

semi-monastic life in the contemporary (but now much altered) domestic buildings abutting the 

north side.  The church was originally aisleless with a chancel and central tower.  The south aisle was 

added in about 1350 but its chancel was demolished in 1663. The north nave roof is exceptionally 

elaborate – as are so many in this region. The church was extensively restored in 1854-9 by R. K. 

Penson who added the spire, but some 17
th

 century furnishings remain.  

 



 

 Photo H James 

 

 There are some notable monuments in the church: fragments of two 14
th

 century effigies are 

the earliest.  The most important person commemorated is Dr Gabriel Goodman, Dean of 

Westminister, who was a generous benefactor to his home town.  Dean Goodman re-founded the 

monastic school in 1574 as a grammar school and in 1590 he founded Christ’s Hospital, an 

almshouse for a warden and 12 poor persons in the Collegiate buildings which he had purchased. 

The Vicar of Ruthin is ex officio Warden of the almshouse and the title remains today.  18
th

 century 

school buildings and the headmaster’s house remain in the churchyard Close but the school itself, 

which still flourishes, moved out in 1891 into a fine building by John Douglas of Chester on the Mold 

road. 

 There are three elegant monuments carved by Robert Wynne who was a native of Ruthin.  

The earliest (1673) is to a later Gabriel Goodman (the Dean’s family remained an important one in 

Ruthin), another is to Roger Mostyn and the latest (1725) commemorates his own brother, John 

Wynn.  There are brasses (c. 1560-80) to the Dean’s parents, Edward and Ciselye Goodman. The 



churchyard gates of 1727 are by Robert Davies of Wrexham and are now illuminated in an 

installation of changing colours. 

 

After leaving the church (and for some finding dry clothes!) the party re-assembled at Nant Clywd y 

Dre.  Mr Phil Ebbrell unfortunately could not be with us, but the house is now a self-guiding Museum 

in which the Seven Ages of the house are shown in rooms furnished to display changing aspects of 

the lifestyle of its occupants. 

 

 The cruck-framed hall surviving in the centre of this much altered building is dated to 1435.  

It sits on what was probably a double burgess plot set out in the 13
th

 century with a frontage on the 

main street.  The hall marks a restoration after the Glyndŵr Revolt when the town was badly 

damaged.  The house had several wealthy owners, notably Eubule Thelwell  who added the 

distinctive porch and Renaissance study above.  It became a school in the19th century and in the 

20
th

 it was owned by two architects who began the restoration programme which was continued by 

Clwyd County Council which acquired the building in 1984.  The day ended with a return to the 

Castle Hotel, itself a fine18th century house recently well-renovated by its current owners, for 

dinner. 

 

 
 

Interior of Nant Clwyd y Dre. Photo M-T Castay. 

 



At 9.00am on Tuesday morning M & H Coaches of Trefnant who know the valley like the back of 

their hands, came to pick up us for the journey to Rhuddlan, a town with a remarkable length of 

history, from the early Mesolithic to the present day, due to its possible on a sand ridge at the best 

crossing of the Clwyd marshes and river. 

 

 

 

 
Cambrians on Twt Hill. Photos H James 

 

 
 

 



Prof Howard Williams of Chester University met us at Twt Hill, the Norman motte standing high 

above the river.  Professor Williams spoke briefly about the excavations in the 1970s which had 

revealed late prehistoric occupation of this area, outside the Edwardian borough but central to both 

the Norman defences and the Saxon burg of the 10
th

 century.  He then spoke more fully of the 

historical records of these settlements which demonstrate the importance of this river crossing in 

the power struggles between the Welsh Kingdoms and Mercia. 

 

 The Saxon town seems to have been short-lived, but three characteristic sunken huts were 

found in excavations around the school to the east of Twt Hill and it has been argued that a bank and 

ditch enclosing a large area of ground up to the A5151 defines its perimeter.  Others have argued 

that it is unlikely to have been much larger than the Norman town, whose ditch has been found near 

Abbey Road.  However the notable cluster of Saxon/Viking/Irish crosses in this region reveals a 

strong cultural connection with Mercia over quite a long time. 

 The large motte of Robert of Rhuddlan still stands, and in fact the party was standing on it.  

It survived as an earth-and-timber castle well into the 13
th

 century, changing hands several times 

between the Normans/English and the Welsh.  It is listed in Domesday Book as having 18 burgesses, 

a church and a mint.  Archbishop Baldwin and Gerald of Wales were entertained there on their tour 

of Wales in 1188, but only the very scant ruins of the Dominican Friary are visible now. 

 

 
 

Cambrians at Rhuddlan Castle. Photo M-T Castay 

 

The party then turned north to walk the few hundred yards to the Edwardian Castle where the 

President – elect Dr John Kenyon spoke about the new strategies represented by this great stone 

castle. If anything emphasizes the importance of sea, as well as land, routes in the positioning of the 

Edwardian castles in north Wales, Rhuddlan does. The river Clwyd had to be canalized so that 

shipping could access the castle and this work initially involved many hundreds of diggers from many 

parts of England. 

 The castle had seven entrances, ranging from gatehouses to small posterns.  Although much 

of the curtain wall of the outer ward has been robbed, enough remains to show how it revetted the 



dry moat on three sides of the castle, and that it had a number of turrets with internal steps that 

enabled defenders to access the moat under cover.  

 The castle’s big defended entrances, each originally with a gate and portcullis, were the west 

and east twin-towered gatehouses in two corners of the diamond-shaped inner ward.  Five of the six 

inner ward towers had four floors each for accommodation, but the south tower has five.  The 

interior has, of course, lost all its timber service buildings.  The towers are all linked by a curtain wall 

standing to the wall-walks, even though the crenellated battlements no longer survive.  

 The castle was begun here in the summer of 1277, soon after Flint had been started, and 

work continued until early 1282, costing almost £10,000. Adjacent to the castle, to the north, was a 

new town with the classic grid iron street plan and earth and timber defences.  Like Flint, the town 

was damaged in the Glyndŵr uprising in 1400, although the castle held out. Like many other Welsh 

castles, it was held for the king in the Civil War of the 1640s, but was taken in 1646 and partly 

demolished two years later.  

 From the castle the party walked to the parish church where they were greeted  the 

churchwardens and by a very welcome cup of tea.  Parish Church of St Mary was established in  the 

NW corner of the Edwardian borough in 1300 and was enlarged into a doubled-naved church in the 

15
th

 century, with a slightly later tower.  The church was extensively restored in 1868-70 by Sir 

Gilbert Scott who worked at nearly every notable church in the region.  

 

For lunch the party went to Dyserth, a superficially modern village with a very long history, though 

some of its features, such as Henry III’s castle and the innovative powering of its quarrying and 

mining industry which declined in the early 20
th

 century have virtually disappeared.  The age of the 

church is also deceptive; it was largely rebuilt by Gilbert Scott in 1870, but the foundation goes back 

to at least the 11
th

 century.  Professor Williams spoke to the party about the early sculpture it 

contains.   The remains of two 11
th

 century crosses can be seen at the back of the church.  One is 

represented by what is probably a base, and the other by a tall narrow shaft and broken cross-head 

decorated with interlace very similar to that on the complete cross at Maenachwyfan.  The shape of 

the crosshead is the same as those on the Penmon crosses.  The cross was first noted in response to 

Edward Lhuyd’s Parochial Queries.  It stood in the churchyard.  The base was found in 1873-5 during 

the church restoration.  There was another similar cross (now lost) at Meliden and there is a section 

of a shaft (with rather better carving) from Rhuddlan, but now no longer in the church. Altogether 

this is a notable cluster of sculpture in a distinctive style which links the Viking-occupied lands of the 

Isle of Man and the Wirral with North Wales and Chester. 

 

 
Photo H James 



The spectacular East Window was also admired.  The upper part may belong to 1430 while the lower 

part, a complex Jesse Window, is said to have been installed in 1530 as the result of a legacy.  The 

17
th

 century hooded chest tombs in the churchyard were also examined.  The hooded tombs are 

relatively rare but there is a notable cluster of them in NE Wales where such Renaissance fashions 

were particularly enthusiastically followed. 

 

At the next stop – the churchyard at Trelawnyd there was another example of such a tomb and also 

a 14
th

 century churchyard cross.  Once very common, only 200 damaged crosses or bases survive 

now in Wales but Flintshire retains a notable cluster of them and this is one of the best preserved. 

 

 
 

Trelawnyd Churchyard Cross – Photo M-T Castay 

 

 Since there would not be time to climb to the Gop Cairn, Frances Lynch spoke about the Gop 

Cave with its Mesolithic occupation and use for burials in the Neolithic and about the huge 

limestone cairn which might cover a passage grave like Newgrange or was perhaps a more enigmatic 

monument like the huge ‘cenotaph’ mounds in Wiltshire such as Silbury Hill.  Excavations in the19th 

century had found nothing.  Both the cave and the cairn could be well seen from the church. 

 

 



  Just outside Trelawnyd the coach stopped for members to look at the slight remains of the 

Whitford Dyke.  This dyke, one of several long ‘land defining’ earthworks along the border of 

England and Wales is first mentioned in 1278 and, until the 1980s, was generally considered to be 

part of Offa’s Dyke.  In Asser’s Life of Alfred, Offa the 8
th

 century King of Mercia, is credited with 

building the Dyke and, by and large, radiocarbon dating has confirmed this.  However, the higher and 

more westerly Whitford Dyke is now judged to be a separate boundary running along the centre of 

the Flintshire ridge from just east of Trelawnyd to just north of Babell, some 9km long but not 

continuous.  It has a central bank, 2m at its highest surviving point and about 8m wide, with 

relatively slight ditches on either side.  No dates have been obtained but it is judged to belong to the 

Early Mediaeval Period. 

 

 
 

Maen Achwyfan: Photo M-T Castay 

 

 

The next stop was at the great cross, Maen Achwyfan. The name suggests a link with Dyserth and 

the carving is very similar.  This is one of the very few crosses still at its original site, but 

unfortunately Richard Mostyn dug quite deeply around it in 1693.  The 3.5m high cross is intact, 

though the decoration is worn and weathered.  Amongst the plaitwork, frets and interlace there are 

animal/human figures, including a naked man attacking a serpent, a motif from Viking myth. It was 

probably erected between 925 and 1000 AD. 

 On a most perfect sunny afternoon the weathered decoration was looking better than 

anyone, even Prof Williams, had ever seen it and this led to a most stimulating and exciting seminar.  

Although it is clearly a cross, the iconography seems to be more pagan than Christian.  Most of the 

decoration is abstract patterning, but the narrow east side has enigmatic figures which have defied 

convincing identification. But on that day, in the brilliant light, Prof Williams received several new 

suggestions, from Cain and Abel to the Flight into Egypt, which might remedy this imbalance.  

 

Cambrians have several reasons to visit Whitford Parish church: it is mentioned in Domesday Book 

and contains a grave marker of the 11 or 12th century; Thomas Pennant and his artist, Moses 

Griffiths, are buried here; and the Rev Ellis Davies, historian, archaeologist and  Joint Editor of Arch. 

Camb. for many years,  was vicar here from 1913 to 1951.  The church shows little evidence of its 

early foundation but has fine fittings and features of many periods.  There are many monuments to 

the Pennant and Mostyn families, nearby landowners and joint patrons of the church.   We were 



welcomed to the church by Mrs Frances Taylor, one of the churchwardens, and Prof Williams spoke 

about the early memorials. 

 

One our return to Ruthin we passed through Caerwys village noting the grid-iron of streets here, laid 

out in 1290 when Edward I granted a royal charter to this tiny town.  It has no town defences since it 

was a commercial town, but it has a defensible setting on a plateau between two deep valleys.  

There is evidence of prehistoric and early medieval occupation nearby and there is a tradition that 

the later court house was on the site of a llys of the Welsh Princes.  If this is true its history is similar 

to that of Newborough in Anglesey.  The town never grew, but the first professionally organised 

quasi-national eisteddfodau were held in Caerwys in 1523 and 1567/8, organised by the Mostyn 

family, notably Richard ap Hywel of Mostyn (c.1468-1540).   

 

Later that evening members assembled in Nantclwyd House to hear Dr Kenyon’s Presidential 

Address in which he reviewed the recent development of Castle Studies.  It was also the occasion of 

the presentation of the Blodwen Jerman prize for university dissertations.  The prize was won by 

James Exall and the runner up was Mrs Una Tregaskis. 

 

 
 

Outgoing President Professor David Austin congratulates Dr John Kenyon. Photo M-T Castay 

 

Wednesday journeys were in three minibuses because of the very narrow roads in the Henllan area.  

But the day began in Denbigh where the castle and the town walls were the chief attraction.  The 

party of 44 was divided into two, with John Kenyon leading members on the walls and Chris Jones 

Jenkins taking the others into the castle where he explained a particularly fascinating survey that he 

had carried out for Cadw on the original plumbing system of the domestic quarters in the multi-

storied triple towers of the great Gatehouse, and it’s even more complex modification. 

 

Like Chirk and Ruthin, Denbigh was a lordship castle. It was built on or near the site of a Llys of the 

Welsh princes, during the second Welsh war, after King Edward I granted the district to one of his 

leading commanders, Henry de Lacy, earl of Lincoln. In October 1282 earl and king met, together 

with Master James of St George, the architect, to discuss the construction of the new castle.  The 

initial phase, from the end of 1282, saw the construction of a large walled circuit with some D-



shaped or half-round towers and gatehouses that formed both the outer wall of the castle and the 

town defences. That section of the castle that largely sits within the medieval town is very different 

in style to the initial phase, with massive polygonal towers. 

 Like Caernarfon, Denbigh fell to the Welsh in the uprising of 1294, and this may have been 

because, again like Caernarfon, the frontage of the castle that faced into the town had not been 

completed to any great height. So, when the castle was recaptured at the end of 1294, work 

resumed on the northern and eastern defences. Although the town below the castle was damaged 

during the Glyndŵr revolt of the early 1400s, the castle appears to have held out. It again saw 

military service in the civil wars of the 1640s, when it was held by the royalists. Unlike many castles, 

it was not dismantled following its capture, as the castle was used to imprison royalists. 

 The entrance to the castle is particularly imposing and well defended. It was originally 

reached via a drawbridge. Then one proceeded through a very heavily defended passage to an 

octagonal vaulted hall framed by the three towers. There was a further portcullis before you 

reached the courtyard.  The statue above the gateway is probably Edward II (1307-- 27).  It is set on 

a chequered wall of different coloured sandstone.  

 

 
 

Cambrians descend to the well in the Goblin Tower, Denbigh Castle. Photo M-T Castay 

 

The town wall runs from the Red Tower, soon meeting the Exchequer Gate, (foundations visible) 

from where it continues without towers, and largely hidden by houses, to the Burgess Gate, the 

upper part of which shows the same marvellous chequerboard stonework seen at the castle. The 



gate originally had a drawbridge, a portcullis, a doorway, murder holes and arrowslits.  The eastern 

section of the town wall is the best preserved. A gate below Leicester’s Church gives access to the 

wall, which leads to a tower at the north-eastern corner, and on to the Countess Tower whence the 

1280s wall runs back up to the castle.  However, the defences were enlarged to the south after 1294 

to create a salient that incorporated an important supply of water, augmenting the well in the castle. 

The focal point of this stretch is the Goblin Tower in which the well is situated. It was against this 

section of the town’s defences that Parliament’s artillery was directed in 1646 in order to deprive 

the royalists of water.  

 

Just outside the castle are the remains of two churches.  The surviving 14
th

 century tower belonged 

to St Hilary’s, the garrison and town church, built in 1300 but demolished in 1923.  The other very 

large roofless church is Leicester’s Church, begun by Robert Dudley in 1578 when he was made 

Governor of the castle (by that date reverted to the Royal estate) but never finished.  This is a rare 

Elizabethan new-built church and one in a particularly Protestant idiom: a ‘preaching church’ 

designed for sermons rather than ritual. 

 

After the tours members explored the market town which had moved beyond its protective walls in 

the 16
th

 century when many of the fine buildings along the market square were built.  After lunch 

the buses moved off to Henllan to visit some of the finest 16
th

 century houses of the region and to 

look at the cliffs of the Elwy Valley, the focus of intense geological debates throughout the 19
th

 

century. 

 

The first visit was to Foxhall where we were greeted by Mrs Linda Jones and her daughter and were 

joined by Peter Welford who would be our guide to the houses.  We looked at Foxhall, the home of 

Humphrey Llwyd after he retired from Oxford in 1563, from the outside.  The late medieval hall 

house survives at it centre but occupation over the centuries has led to many changes.  Foxhall 

Newydd, now a ruin is a more astonishing building and a supreme example of late 16
th

 century pride 

before a fall.  John Panton, Recorder of Denbigh and chief Secretary to the Lord Keeper, planned a 

monument to his success and new-found wealth in his native county.  It would have been one of the 

most ambitious and sophisticated projects of Elizabethan house building in Wales.  Only one wing of 

an H-plan house, begun in 1592, was actually erected and further building stopped after 1608. John 

Panton died in 1619, having also over-reached himself in other projects, and the house was sold.  

Wire fencing keeps one out of the rather perilous ruin, but fine plasterwork and date stones can still 

be seen and its scale is still overwhelming. 

 



 
 

 Foxhall Newydd. Photo M-T Castay 

 

Berain is a 15th century hall house enlarged and modified in the 16
th

 and later centuries, famous as 

the home of Catrin of Berain, the much married Tudor lady known as the ‘Mother of Wales’.  Three 

minibuses of Cambrians could not all be accommodated at once so the party was divided into two 

and alternated visits to the house and to the Elwy valley where Frances Lynch described the 

importance of the excavated caves in the opposite cliffs to the understanding of glaciation and of the 

earliest human occupation of Wales.  Mrs Eirian Jones, the owner, and Peter Welford spoke to the 

party at Berain. 

 

The core of Berain is a large hall, originally open to the roof of which 2 hammerbeam trusses and the 

damaged dais beam survive to demonstrate the quality of the original house.  That house was 

enlarged, probably in about 1530, with the building of a separate, but linked, lodging block, like that 

at Gwydir, of 3 floors to the south.  In the early 17
th

 century the open hall was floored over and 

several new windows were made in the upper walls.  In the 18
th

 century (perhaps 1736) the east end 

of the hall was re-built in brick for use as a barn.  The house was restored in 1924 by Harold Hughes, 

a noted Bangor architect and editor of Arch. Camb. from 1926-1940. 

 Catrin of Berain was born about 1535, the only child of Tudur ap Robert Vychan and Jane 

Velville who was the daughter of Sir Roland de Velville, reputedly an illegitimate son of Henry VII.  

She had royal connections, therefore, and was the heiress of both Berain and Penymynydd in 

Anglesey.  She was first married c. 1562 to John Salusbury eldest son of the powerful Lleweni family. 

When he died in 1566 she very soon contracted (on the day of the funeral) to marry Sir Richard 

Clough, a self-made Denbigh man who became a powerful merchant in London and Antwerp.    

When Sir Richard died in 1572 she married Maurice Wynn of Gwydir and later Edward Thelwall of 

Plas y Ward.  She died in 1591, leaving six children and many descendants. 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Peter Welford talks to the Cambrians at Berain: Photo M-T Castay 

 

 

Pontnewydd and the Elwy Caves   The south-facing limestone cliffs with many caves above the River 

Elwy have been noted since the 16
th

 century; in scientific history the two caves at Cefn and those 

above Pontnewydd became famous in the 19
th

 century when every notable geologist in Britain 

visited the area: Richard Fenton, Charles Darwin and Adam Sedgwick, Edward Stanley, Williams 

Buckland, Joshua Trimmer and in the 1870s Boyd Dawkins who dug at Pontnewydd.  All these visits 

fed into seminal debates in the Geological Society of London regarding the nature and effects of 

glaciations, resolved by Sir Andrew Ramsey in 1860.  In the second half of the century debates were 

still intense, but they centred on the relationship of human bone and stone tools to the animal bone 

and the dating of the human occupation.  The question of dating led to considerable controversy 

between the excavators at Ffynnon Beuno on the east of the Clwyd and those at Pontnewydd.   The 

Cambrians visited Ffynnon Beuno and Cae Gwyn in 1887 when it was ‘the battle ground of vigorous 

controversy’ which ‘has been so far strongly decided in favour of Dr Hicks’  (AC 1887 pp 346-7). 

 20
th

 century work in these caves comprised a major series of excavations (1978 -1995) 

directed by Stephen Green on behalf of the National Museum of Wales. They concentrated on 

Pontnewydd, but there was also work in Cae Gronw above it, and in the upper of the two Cefn 

Caves.  The 14 season’s work has recently been published as Neanderthals in Wales.  This work 

established Pontnewydd as the earliest human settlement in Wales at 225,000 BC and the furthest 

north-westerly appearance by Homo Neanderthalensis in Europe.  The excavations produced over 

1200 stone tools (biface hand axes, cores, scrapers and blades) and 17 human teeth.  Alongside the 

few human bones there were almost 5000 animal. This is a very rich haul of material for any 

Palaeolithic site, but the context within this cave is difficult: none of these finds is in situ, they have 

all been carried into the cave passages in a series of debris flows.  They have been swept away from 

the actual living site but the consistency of the finds suggest that that site had been close by, 

perhaps the now lost western entrance.  



 The (uranium series) date of 225,000 BC comes from the remnants of a stalagmite floor 

which developed over the Lower Breccia debris flow which contains the majority of the tools and 

bones.  This flow probably blocked the entrance to the cave for some 145,000 years when a more 

silty flood opened it again and a different group of animals came to live in its shelter.  Their bones 

and those of their prey were covered by another stalagmite layer which gave a date of 32,000-

13,000 BC – the height of the Last Glaciation. 

 As the temperature rose, humans, this time Homo Sapiens, came back to the area. Evidence 

for them can be found in unstratified deposits in Pontnewydd and there are late Upper Palaeolithic 

blades, a microlith and possible Neolithic burial in the Cefn Caves to the south, and another possible 

Neolithic burial in Cae Gronw just above Pontnewydd cave.   These tantilising finds indicate the 

attraction of this valley for hunters and eventually for farmers.  

 

It had been planned to go further down the Elwy to see Dolbelidr the 16
th

 century home of the 

grammarian, Henry Salesbury, and the spring and chapel at Ffynnon Fair, an uncertainly dated 

structure which has many comparisons with Holywell, to be visited the next day.  Unfortunately time 

ran out. 

 

After dinner Dr Prys Morgan gave the Public Lecture in Nantclwyd House ‘A Welsh Tuscany: the 

Renaissance in Clwyd’ which looked at the education, culture and business acumen of so many of the 

Denbighshire families in the 16
th

 and 17
th

 centuries.  They formed effective networks in London, 

Europe and Asia and brought ideas and wealth back to their native valley. 

 

Thursday 

 

Most of Thursday was to be spent in Holywell, but everyone was so prompt in getting to the bus and 

the roads were so free that we were ahead of time, on a morning that threatened cloud and drizzle. 

So it was decided to revisit  Maen Achwyfan to see the main face, which had been scarcely visible in 

the bright sun of Monday afternoon.   This face was now well lit and in fact the whole monument 

had a different impact, emphasising the importance of time and season in the understanding of 

these outdoor ritual sites. 

 

Despite this detour, the party was on time at Basingwerk Abbey where Dr Sian Rees, who had 

played such a crucial part in the restoration and cleaning of the monuments at Holywell, was our 

guide for the day.  

 Set in a disputed borderland, Basingwerk Abbey, founded in 1131-2 by the Norman, Ranulf 

earl of Chester, was granted land in England and in Wales by Kings of England and by Princes of 

Wales.  It was Dafydd ap Llywelyn who, before his death in 1246, granted the church at Holywell 

with its famous shrine and well to the abbey.   

 The abbey and its lands suffered damage in Edward I’s Welsh Wars but after 1285 Edward 

extended his patronage and re-confirmed the charters and it remained prosperous until the later 

14
th

 century when economic and political problems beset a diminishing and rather unruly 

community of monks.  The economic situation improved under Abbot Thomas Pennant, a very 

generous patron of the bards, but he resigned in 1522 and by 1537 the abbey was dissolved. 

 Little remains of the abbey church beyond the south transept; the cloister and the lay 

brothers’ wing have gone; but some of the monastic buildings, the Chapter House, the Monks Day 

Room and the Monks’ Refectory still stand to some height.  Very little from the 12th century 

survives; most of what can be seen belongs to the 13
th

 century when the monastery was receiving 

patronage from both Welsh and English kings.  A large room at the SE corner displays evidence of 

some of the improvements made by Abbot Thomas Pennant, including a large fireplace and new 

windows.  



 Standing in the Refectory, Lady Carys Davies and Sian read – in Welsh and in English 

simultaneously --  a poem Moliant i Wenfrewy  (In Praise of Gwenfrewy)   by the Welsh poet Tudur 

Aled (1465 - 1525) from Llansannen, Denbighshire.  It was a newly edited and translated version by 

Eurig Salisbury.  We are grateful to Eurig for allowing this performance before its publication.  The 

poem was written more or less at the time when the present well structure was built, at the 

beginning of the 16th century.  

 

 
 

Cambrians start to walk from Basingwerk Abbey towards Holywell: Photo M-T Castay. 

 



The party then walked up the valley past all the ruins of 18
th

 century industry which had utilised the 

abundant water from the sacred spring. Mining for lead on Halkyn Mountain, for copper in Anglesey 

and the rise of the port of Liverpool gave the Flintshire coast a nodal position in the growing Indian, 

African and American trade. Dr Johnson, visiting in 1774, counted 19 works within 2 miles of the 

well!  The most easily recognised features are the six mill ponds which controlled the water supply 

to the machinery for each manufactory.  The lowest and the latest of these was the Parys Mine 

Company’s copperworks, Above this is the Abbey Wire Mill. Above again is the Lower Cotton Mill, a 

six storey building built in 10 weeks in 1785 and still standing. Further up the valley are Meadow 

Mill, another copper rolling mill for Thomas Williams, and Greenfield Mills, with huge tilt hammers 

producing brass pots and pans. 

 

Holywell Shrine and Well Chamber 

The foundation legend of the shrine goes back to the 7
th

 century and tells of St Winifred who refused 

the advances of a local prince, Caradoc, who then attacked her and cut off her head.  Where it fell a 

stream of pure water sprang up and her uncle, St Beuno restored her to life.   

 The first documentary record of pilgrimage to this healing spot is in 1115; King Richard I is 

known to have come in 1189 and Henry V is recorded as walking from Shrewsbury to Holywell in 

1416 in gratitude for his victory at Agincourt.  Henry VIII’s inspectors closed Basingwerk Abbey, but 

failed to stop the pilgrimages, which continue to this day.   In the 17
th

 century the shrine became a 

symbol of the survival of Catholicism in the north and the church was served by the Jesuits who lived 

in accepted disguise as landlords of the nearby inn under the protection of Catholic families in north 

east Wales and in Lancashire.  There is a rumour that the Gunpowder plotters visited in 1605 and 

James II and his wife, Mary of Modena, certainly visited in 1686 to pray for a son (James III (the Old 

Pretender) was born the following year).  Princess Victoria and her uncle Leopold visited in 1828.  

Graffiti (carefully preserved in Cadw’s recent cleaning programme) record visits and cures for many 

lesser persons throughout the 18
th

 and 19
th

 centuries.   

 Medieval pilgrims would have approached the well and shrine from the parish church and 

this is what we did, though the mediaeval building was rebuilt in 1769 as a galleried classical church, 

further remodelled in 1884 with an Italianate apse.   From here we stepped down to the Well Chapel 

and then to the Well Chamber below. These buildings are part of the extensive renewal of religious 

buildings after the Wars of the Roses and up to the first decade or so of the 16
th

 century.  These 

particularly beautiful and richly decorated Perpendicular chapels are believed to have been built at 

the expense of Lady Margaret Beaufort, a major patron and controller of the Stanley lands in north 

east Wales.  The churches at Mold and Northrop are similarly fine and carry the same Stanley 

emblems; the well basin at Ffynnon Fair, which we lost from the programme because of time,  is 

clearly part of the same series.  

 The waters of the Well flow out into a rectangular bathing pool overlooked by the fine red-

tinged facade of the Well Chamber and Chapel.  This red tinge, noted as early as the 12
th

 century and 

interpreted then as a miraculous stain from the blood of St Winefride, is in fact due to harmless 

algae which Cadw was careful to preserve.  These outer buildings: the pool and rooms to the left and 

the Caretaker’s Cottage to the right belong to the 19
th

 century. 

 During this part of the visit Cambrians were free to visit the Well, the visitor centre, the cafe 

and the museum and most people managed to do all four.  The Museum is a recent development set 

up in the Caretaker’s Cottage.  It displays relics, artefacts and documents from the post-Reformation 

life of the shrine, but also the surviving fragments of the possible 12
th

 century Casket of St Winefride 

from her convent at Gwytherin.  It had survived in the church to the 17
th

 century when it was 

recorded by Edward Lhuyd, then disappeared and fragments have re-appeared in recent years.  The 

history of these survivals is a complex one, often hidden in Catholic houses, given to continental 

monasteries or convents, returned to Britain after 1829, now in need of a more secure public home 

as convents close. 



 From Holywell we drove over the mineral rich uplands of Halkyn Mountain and Holywell 

Common. Mining is assumed to have started in Roman times because of the discovery of Roman 

lead pigs and  Medieval mining is also known from documents, but 19th century lead mining has 

obliterated any traces of earlier workings. Pioneered by the Quaker Company in the late 17
th

 

century, work intensified in the 18
th

 and 19
th

 centuries and by 1850 amounted to about 12% of the 

British total.  But by the 1960s all mines were closed, leaving a distinctive ore field landscape, 

generally devoid of vegetation and now returned to rough pasture with many leats, craters and tips. 

 The cloud, which had persisted all day, rose as we approached Moel y Gaer, Rhosemor, 

revealing wide views of the estuary and the Clwydian hills.  The excavator, Graeme Guilbert, could 

not be with us but he provided a detailed commentary on his work and the interpretation of the site. 

 A well-preserved and classic contour-fort, Moel y Gaer stands within an extensive 

unenclosed common at c.300m OD, occupying the highest point of Halkyn Mountain. The 

earthworks of the hillfort are relatively modest, a main/inner bank, accompanied intermittently by 

an external ditch and a partial second circuit of rampart.  

 Moel y Gaer’s prominence in the literature stems from the significance of its excavation 

results, for few other hillforts in Britain have been investigated as systematically or as extensively, 

uncovering  a consolidated block of c.0.62ha, some 18% of the interior plus two lengths of the 

earthworks (anticipating construction of the storage-reservoir in the south-western sector). 

Significantly, this site has never been ploughed, nor otherwise seriously eroded, giving it great 

archaeological potential; and this is further enhanced by a capping of glacial till in which small 

features, especially postholes and stakeholes are well preserved.  

 Besides indications of Neolithic activity, and 2 possible Bronze Age burial mounds on the 

hilltop there is with good evidence for three discrete phases of enclosed settlement during the final 

millennium BC. These phases can be separated through their distinct structural identities, 

coupled with vertical and horizontal stratigraphy, supported by a number of radiocarbon-dates.  

 The first phase belongs in the transitional period from Late Bronze Age to Early Iron Age. It 

was characterized by round-houses of double-ring form, with internal roof-supporting posts and an 

outer wall of less-substantial build. Twenty-six were excavated but we cannot know whether the 

interior was everywhere so densely packed.  The settlement was enclosed by a palisade fence. 

 Possibly after a hiatus in occupation, possibly not, the second phase seems to have been 

implanted upon the hilltop in a single episode, perhaps around 500 BC. The inner bank , 6m wide 

and up to 2m high, (‘Rampart A’) was first constructed at this time. Its outer face was vertical, 

ostentatiously formed of drystone-walling alternating with posts tied into a timber framework.  

Within this enclosure, circular and rectangular buildings were set out in orderly groups. The round-

houses, 5-8m in diameter, were of single-ring construction, with walls of thin, driven stakes; each 

had a doorway framed by upright posts, some with a short porch.  The rectangular buildings were 

what are commonly interpreted as granaries (four-posters).  

 After a brief period, it seems that the hill was deliberately abandoned, many timbers of the 

four-posters being removed, while the stake-wall round-houses were probably left to decay. Later in 

the millennium, a final phase of occupation seems to have involved numerous examples of a 

different form of building, rectangular and apparently fully framed, possibly constructed upon sill-

beams set directly on the ground-surface, so requiring no earth-cut foundations — hence the rough 

metalling of their floors was all that survived. It was presumably at this time that the inner bank was 

heightened and widened (‘Rampart B’). The unfinished scheme to add a second line of defence may 

also have been devised then.  

 Apart from the postholes of a pair of wooden towers constructed for a Napoleonic fire-

beacon, no historical features were encountered in excavation, and it may be regarded as Moel y 

Gaer’s good fortune to have survived down the centuries as unimproved pasture. 

 



On our return to Ruthin we passed Penbedw Stone Circle and Barrow  The undoubted Bronze Age 

barrow lies in the bottom of the valley.  Close by is the Stone Circle about which there is some 

doubt, firstly because Penbedw was the home of a friend of Edward Lluyd who made no mention of 

it in his frequent correspondence with the antiquary and secondly because Flintshire has many 

barrows, but this is the only Stone Circle in the region. At present there are 5 stones in the circle, 

completed by 6 oak trees set on the same circumference.  A short way away is a large stone which 

might have been an ‘outlier’ to the circle. 

 

Friday 

On this day the party was divided into two: Party A explored the churches and houses in the hills on 

the eastern side of the valley.  Party B went to the same hills to climb hillforts and then pursued the 

river to the south-west to see more hillforts and the church at Derwen. 

 Party A first visited Tomen y Rhodwydd motte and bailey, one of the finest earthen castles 

in Wales. Originally built by Owain Gwynedd, lord of north Wales, in 1149, it was strengthened, with 

its ditches re-dug, by the English in 1212 at the time of King John’s second campaign in north Wales.  

We were guided round the site by Ian Grant of CPAT who had directed a Community Archaeolgoy 

project at the site, which had cleared gorse and brambles from the site and enabled a more detailed 

survey of the bailey area to be made. 

 

 We then proceeded rather circuitously because of the narrow roads to Llanarmon yn Iȃl 

where we visited the Church of St Garmon This is double-naved church of mediaeval origin which 

underwent considerable change in the mid 18
th

 century and in the19th century by John Douglas of 

Chester.  We admired the 14
th

 century monument to Gruffudd ap Llywelyn ap Ynyr, of Bodidris and 

the unusual 17
th

 century effigy of Efan Llwyd of the same family with a rare Welsh inscription.  The 

family of Bodidris, like many from this region, had connections with the Low Countries and the fine 

brass chandelier from Flanders is likely to be their gift.  There is the shaft of a churchyard cross in the 

churchyard.  The core of the village around the church is very attractive and a centre of considerable 

voluntary enterprise, both the village shop and the pub are run by and for the community. 

 



 
 

Cambrians are welcomed at Rhual. Photo M-T Castay. 

 

 We then went to Rhual, a seventeenth- century house, notable for having been in the 

ownership of the same family ever since, except for a brief interval from 1816 to 1832 after the 

death of the heir at Waterloo. It was then bought back by an American member of the family. We 



were magnificently entertained to lunch of coronation chicken and Eton mess, prepared by the 

present family. 

 The Renaissance house is very fine and our lunch was served in the dining room, once the 

hall with beautiful Rococo fireplaces added as the house was modernised in the18th century. 

Particularly interesting are the Forecourt in front of the entrance,  virtually unchanged from the late 

17
th

 century arrangement, with two pavilions with seats and vases in the flanking walls and bowling 

alley on the slope above the house which is also thought to date to the 17
th

 century, a very rare 

survival. 

 Evan Edwards, who built the house in 1634, was a staunch Royalist, but later generations 

became Dissenters and leaders of the Wrexham Baptists until the late 18
th

 century.  A small obelisk 

commemorating the Britons’ victory over Picts and Saxons in AD 420 and a Baptismal Tank in the 

grounds are evidence of this allegiance.   

 

 From Rhual the party went on to Cilcain Church with its magnificent Late Gothic roof of 

hammerbeam trusses and large angels.  It had been believed that the roof had come from another, 

taller church. However the Royal Commission, in a recent study associated with a cleaning and de-

infestation programme two years ago, concluded that it was designed and made for its present 

position.  The church also contains some fine 16
th

 century glass and some fragmentary mediaeval 

stone sculpture in a corner near the door. 

 

 
 

Brynbella. Photo M-T Castay. 

 

 From Cilcain the party went to Tremeirchion where they visited Brynbella gardens, by 

courtesy of Mr and Mrs Peter Neumark. The house at Brynbella is notable for its elegance and for 

the romantic and literary associations of its history.   It is a small but beautiful Palladian Villa built in 

1792-5 by Hester Salusbury/Mrs Thrale and her second husband Gabriel Piozzi when they returned 

from ‘exile’ in Italy and retreated to Wales to avoid the disapproval of London literary society.  

Hester Thrale was a member of the notable Denbighshire Salusbury family who had married a 

wealthy London brewer and became an admired ’bluestocking’ and friend of Dr Johnson.  Her estate 

was inherited by a Piozzi nephew and declined gently during the 19
th

 and 20
th

 centuries, until 

rescued in 1994 by the present owners.  Mrs Neumark herself showed us around the  9 acres of 

modern gardens which are their creation. 

  



 After visiting Brynbella, Party A went up to Tremeirchon parish church, an old foundation in 

a circular churchyard, the building itself showing features of several periods,  from the 14
th

 to the 

19
th

 centuries, with some fragments of medieval and 17
th

 century glass in the southern windows.  

The most notable features are several 14
th

 and 15
th

 century sepulchral slabs and monuments, 

including the very fine canopied tomb believed to be that of Dafydd Ddu Hiraethog, the poet and 

grammarian.  The 14
th

 century churchyard cross has been recently returned from St Beuno’s College.  

 

Party B started their day at a site Tandderwen where there was nothing to see except its location on 

a raised moraine.  This would have been the north edge of the proglacial lake which filled much of 

the present valley.  Consequently, like Rhuddlan, it was attractive to settlement at many periods. 

 Crop marks of small square and round enclosures prompted excavation in 1985-8 when a 

small Early Bronze Age cemetery was revealed.  This consisted of 1 large palisade barrow covering a 

central grave containing an inhumation with a Long Necked Beaker.  This barrow had had 8 more 

burials added on various occasions through the Early Bronze Age. Another smaller barrow covered 

an Early Bronze Age grave and there were 5 contemporary cremation burials nearby without 

covering mounds.  Most of these burials were in wooden coffin or boxes and several were 

accompanied by pottery. 

 Some 2,600 years later the same spot was used for Christian burials.   Nine graves enclosed 

by shallow squared ditches were arranged in 4 rows north of the large Bronze Age barrow which 

may have been redefined at this time by digging a square ditch around it.  28 simple E-W aligned 

burials, some of which retained evidence of their coffins, were scattered amongst the enclosed 

graves   Dates in the 6
th

 and 10
th

 centuries  AD confirms this as a Christian cemetery. 

 

 The party moved on to the Ffynnon Beuno Caves, visited by the Cambrians in 1886 during 

the original excavations by Hicks and Luxmoore who worked in both the easily accessible Ffynnon 

Beuno cave and the now inaccessible Cae Gwyn.  Beneath a stalagmite floor in Ffynnon Beuno they 

found rhinoceros and mammoth bones in association with 6 leaf points (now recognised as Late 

Upper Palaeolithic with a date range 30,000 – 28,000 BC).   In Cae Gwyn above, they found a very 

deep boulder clay deposit overlying broken stalagmite with hyena and reindeer teeth and bones and 

another flint flake.  Hicks’ view that his evidence showed men and animals sharing these caves 

before the final glaciation was contested, but proved correct.  We were welcomed to the narrow 

valley below the caves by the present owners who are collaborating with the University of Edinburgh 

in some further investigations in the lower cave.    

 

 Because of the narrow steep roads out of the eastern side of the valley we had to detour 

towards Mold to reach our next objective – the hillfort of Moel Arthur.  On its north eastern side it 

has substantial defences, two massive banks and ditches, but to the south and west there is virtually 

nothing, just a very slight bank. It is much smaller than most of the Clwydian forts and the 

topographical survey found very little sign of house platforms, only two or three clustering around 

the single long inturned entranceway on the north east. There are possible hints of guard chambers 

at this entranceway. Interestingly recent survey demonstrated that the outer rampart was 

constructed before the inner. 

 Excavations in the 1840s by Wynne Ffoulkes found Roman pottery and traces of stone walls, 

and in the 1960s three copper flat axes, dating to the preceding Bronze Age were found close 

outside the ramparts and Mesolithic worked flint has been found in the vicinity.  In 2010 and 2011 

an area outside the hillfort underwent geophysical survey; anomalies were noted and excavations 

carried out by a local group, developed through the Heather and Hillforts project. They located a 

trackway, as well as a fine, possibly late Neolithic worked flint.  Palaeo-botanical work showed that 

by the Bronze Age the area had been opened up and there was evidence of cereal pollens as well as 

grasses. This situation continued through the Iron Age, reverting back to scrubby woodland in the 



Roman period with the heather which dominates today not becoming established until the post 

Roman period. 

 The ramparts have recently suffered erosion from visitors’ feet.  Extensive repair work has 

taken place providing a pitched surface, set in a wooden frame, to walk on. This ‘sacrificial surface’ 

sits on top of the archaeology, with nothing penetrating the ground. It ‘floats’ above the ground,  

held in place by its own weight.  The same approach has been adopted at Moel Fenlli. 

 

 After lunch at Denbighshire’s Loggerheads Country Park we were joined by Fiona Gale, 

Denbighshire’s archaeologist who guided us to Moel Fenlli, the largest of the Clwydian forts. 

 This hillfort is essentially a contour-work, strongly defensible on all sides. There are steep 

hillsides around much of the circuit, generally surmounted by two banks and a ditch.  Crossing the 

highest/eastern end, an extra ditch and/or bank gives a depth to the artificial defences totalling up 

to 35m.  

 Only by excavating in various parts of the circuit would it be possible to determine whether 

these earthworks represent more than one phase of construction (as seems likely), and how they 

might have developed. The only certain entrance, approached by a terraced trackway, probably 

prehistoric, is located at the lowest/western end, with short inturned arms but no clear Clwydian  

‘guard chambers’  There is a spring perched high within the hillfort, at around 470m OD, a rare 

instance of an internal water supply.  

 Much of the enclosed area, almost 10ha, has a gradient of about 1 in 6; hence the need for 

artificially-levelled platforms, of which a scatter, maybe fifty or more, can be traced among the 

dense heather.  Some of the platforms could carry a building of 10m or so across, while others are 

smaller. In addition, in some parts of a shelving quarry-ditch immediately behind the inner bank ther 

are similar platforms, especially along the northern side. These various features are characteristic of 

a hillfort created during the final millennium BC.  

 But the full story of Moel Fenlli is evidently more complex, for some scattered ‘diggings’ 

undertaken over ‘about eight days’ in 1849 (by W.W. Ffoulkes and J. Williams), opening ‘trench after 

trench...wherever the ground appeared inviting’, yielded a variety of Roman-period artefacts, and 

earlier, in 1816, a fire had exposed a hoard of late Roman coins. Further, tradition has it that the 

name of the hill derives from Benlli, a tyrannical giant who stood in opposition to St Germanus in the 

5th century. All this is suggestive of continued or renewed activity at some time in the 2nd to 5th 

centuries AD. Besides those of the 19th century, excavations by Peter Hayes took place in 

anticipation of a visit by the Cambrians in 1959, but little is known of the results. 

  A cairn on the very summit, which may be assumed to antedate the hillfort, has suffered 

disturbance in recent years, presumably inflicted by some of the numerous walkers who pass 

through this hillfort.   

 

 Going south to Pwllglas  we passed through the rocky gorge before emerging into a much 

narrower, steeper, darker valley.  Interestingly the junction is marked by two inter-visible hillforts: 

Craig  Adwy Wynt defending the top of a narrow barren rock ridge on the south, and Pen y Gaer 

1600m away to the north.  Effective control of the gorge could not be exercised from either, but in 

conjunction they command a very wide view of this route through from the Clwyd to the Dee.  We 

drove to Pen y Gaer, a little-known conventional contour fort, and spent some time discussing how 

much of the rampart was artificial and where the original entrance might have been. 

 We then drove down to Derwen, the main village of this upper section of the valley; all 

roads lead to it, but all are very narrow!  The church is set within a circular churchyard with an 

almost intact 15
th

 century cross; the rood screen retains its loft and the setting for the rood itself 

survives.  

  

 In the evening Dr Rachel Pope of the University of Liverpool spoke about her excavations at 

the Hillfort of Pen y Cloddiau.  She usefully reviewed the history of interpretations of these forts as 



defensive centres, as elite residences, as agricultural settlements.  All these hold some truth but it 

varies by time and region.  Her own excavations at a very large, possible cattle enclosure and Dr Gary 

Lock’s at Moel y Gaer, Bodfari, a smaller domestic settlement are complementary and together they 

hope to provide a Welsh narrative  for the two types of enclosures. 

        

Saturday  

The Saturday  programme took only a morning on this last day of the meeting, but we visited some 

of the finest churches in this region of splendid churches. 

 

Llanrhaeadr-yng-Nghinmeirch is dominated by St Dyfnog’s Church  and its complex of ecclesiastical 

buildings :18
th

-century almshouses at the western end of the churchyard, and a holy well in the 

woodland beyond.  

 The exterior of the church is modest but it is the interior of St Dyfnog’s that is interesting for 

its furnishings and fittings. Pride of place goes to the Jesse window in the east wall,  dated 1533 only 

3 years later than the one at Dyserth. The glass was reputedly stored during the Commonwealth era 

in the massive dugout chest below. Then there are the angels in the roof, different types in the body 

of the south nave and above its sanctuary, and an altogether more rustic version in the north nave, 

examples of which bear similarities to some 18
th

-century funerary carving. In the south-west corner 

is the somewhat overpowering memorial to Maurice Jones of Llanrhaeadr Hall who died in 1702.  His 

widow built the Almshouses in 1729. The sculptor is Robert Wynne of Ruthin several of whose 

memorials were seen during the week and during our Easter Conference in 2015 (see website).  

 



 
 

Entering Llarhaedr church. Photo M-T Castay 

  

 We then moved up the valley to Llanfarchell: St Marcella’s Church where we were greeted 

by the vicar, Canon Pauline Walker.   St Marcella’s was the parish church for Denbigh throughout the 

medieval period. It occupies what is now an elongated churchyard, but in the 18
th

 century it was 

smaller and more curvilinear in outline, indicative of an early medieval foundation.  Despite its early 

origins most of St Marcella is Perpendicular, with its double nave, a feature of a number of churches 

around the Vale of Clwyd and its west tower.   

 Inside it is the arcade and the fine roofs that we had come to expect in this region, enhanced 

here by decorated corbels, carvings on the cornices, and some trusses also embellished with 



carvings.  Although any hammerbeam angels have long gone, portions of the medieval rood screen 

have been incorporated into its successors in the early 20
th

 century.  A lot of 17
th

 century furniture: 

an altar table dated to 1623, altar rails, a pulpit 1683, a chest of 1676, and from later, a ‘poor’ plaque 

of 1754, and an elaborate benefaction board of 1720.   

 But it is the funerary monuments that draw our attention.  Amongst others are those to the 

antiquary Humphrey Llwyd who died in 1568, to Richard Myddelton, governor of Denbigh Castle 

who died in 1575 (a fine brass with his wife, nine sons and seven daughters) and in the south nave 

the painted  alabaster effigy of Sir John Salusbury of Lleweni and his wife. 

 

 We then went from Denbigh to St Asaph to visit the Cathedral of St Kentigern originally a 

monastery founded here in about AD 560.  The bishopric was re-founded in 1143 during a general 

re-organisation of the Welsh church, but there has been pressure to move the See to more politically 

important sites: Rhuddlan in 1282 and Denbigh in Elizabeth’s reign.  It is the smallest cathedral in 

England and Wales but even Dr Johnson thought it had ‘something of dignity and grandeur’. 

 Little mediaeval stonework remains; it suffered badly at the hands of Edward I, during the 

Glyndŵr Revolt and again during the Commonwealth.  Through the 18
th

 and early 19
th

 century there 

were several campaigns of repair and restoration. Most of these changes were disapproved of and 

removed by Sir Gilbert Scott who carried out a more scholarly restoration in 1867-73.  Most of the 

building bears his stamp but he retained the plain austerity of the 13
th

 century military architects 

who are believed to have had a hand in Edward’s re-building.  

 A lot of the good woodwork in the interior is due to Scott, but the Choir Stalls are all original 

late 15
th

 century work and are the only remaining mediaeval canopied stalls in Wales.  They have 

been moved around within the choir and the crossing several times without damage.   There is a fine 

13
th

 century effigy of a bishop, possibly Anian II (d. 1293) in the south aisle.  Colin Gresham and 

others judge that this, the finest of the mediaeval effigies in Wales, was not Welsh in style or 

workmanship.  Nearby there is a 14
th

 century slab with a running hare which is very like the local 

series from Valle Crucis. 

 In the churchyard there is a late 19
th

 century Translators Memorial, celebrating the 

tercentenary of Bishop Morgan (Bishop of St Asaph  1601-1604) and his collaborators on the Welsh 

Bible. 

 

 Leaving St Asaph for Llanynys we drove through Trefnant, Aberwheeler and Llandyrnog to 

approach this church in the marshes between the two rivers by the only road from the east which 

could be used by a coach.  This area was well known for the survival of medieval field systems, 

described to the Cambrians in 1959 by Glanville Jones, but now difficult to recognise. 

 St Saeran’s Church has an august history, for in the pre-Conquest era it was the mother 

church for this area of the Vale with a clas community whose descendants were documented as late 

as 1402. This church was part of the Diocese of Bangor until 1859, having become part of the 

Kingdom of Gwynedd in 1123.  Its architectural history: the enlargement of the north nave 

eastwards, the heightening of the nave wall and consequent raising of the roof, and the insertion of 

the Georgian windows into the external wall of the south nave could all be identified in changes in 

the stonework, but these are now covered by lime render, part of a recent refurbishment.  

 The church is accessed through a south porch, a replacement for the 13
th

-century west 

entrance. The south entrance to the church is interesting for its 15
th

-century doorway, its original 

iron-studded wooden door with early graffiti and an inscription on the tie-beam providing a date of 

1544 for the porch’s construction. 

 Inside no one can miss the large St Christopher painted on the north wall which was only 

uncovered in 1967, but also look out for, inter alia, a hexagonal slab with the Crucifixion and a 

bishop on its opposing faces, formerly thought to be a sepulchral marker, but now recognised as the 

14
th

-century head of a churchyard cross (It was brought into the church at the instigation of the 

Cambrians after their 1959 visit); the much damaged effigy of a priest, also 14
th

-century; an altar 



table of 1637 given by Sir William Salusbury of Rȗg, the builder of the famously decorated chapel;  a 

series of non-religious carved panels (dated 1570) from Bachymbyd (another Salusbury connection) 

incorporated into the stalls;  Royal arms of 1661 on canvas; a wooden chandelier of 1749; 19
th

-

century hatchments; wooden dog tongs; and finally the hammerbeam roof without its angels, but 

compensated for by the carvings on the truss terminals.   

 

 After our visit to this ‘hidden gem’ the party returned to Ruthin for lunch and to collect cars 

for the return home. 

 

 


